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Abstract 
ShowMe is an immersive mobile collaboration system 
that allows a remote user to communicate with a peer 
using video, audio and hand gestures. We explore the 
use of a Head Mounted Display and depth camera to 
create a system that (1) enables a remote user to be 
immersed in another user’s first-person’s point of view 
and (2) offers a new way for the remote expert to 
provide guidance through three dimensional hand 
gestures and voice. Using ShowMe both users are 
present in the same physical environment and can 
perceive real-time communication from one another in 
the form of 2-handed gestures and voice.  
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Introduction 
Today more than ever, people are able to collaborate at 
a distance. Commercial teleconferencing technologies 
are cheap and portable and are more immersive than 
traditional voice-only phone calls. Nevertheless, when it 
comes to performing a physical task collaboratively, 
existing technologies offer limited ways to employ 
gestures to interact in the remote user’s view, as they 
tend to focus on face-to-face experiences. One problem 
derives from the user’s need to have both hands to 
interact with their environment, while also using their 
hands to hold their devices in order to share the 
workspace with the remote participant. When using 
teleconference systems with smartphones or tablets, 
people tend to switch between the front and back 
camera or they may put the device in a fixed position 
so as to have freedom of movement [11]. In most 
cases, the user has to move the camera around in 
order for the remote person to perceive the entire 
scene.  

In this paper, we propose a solution to this problem in 
the form of ShowMe, an immersive, mobile system that 
enables easy communication between remote users 
about a physical task.  

The prototype is designed to be used by two users 
(Figure 1). For convenience we will refer to the user 
who would like to share his point of view and receive 
guidance as the “novice” user, and the one who is 
remotely assisting as the “expert” user, even though 
the roles may well be reversed. Both users wear a Head 
Mounted Display (HMD) and perceive the same view, 
namely the first-person point of view of the novice. The 
novice user has two cameras attached to their HMD and  

 

Figure 3. Some examples of different hand gestures. A variety 
of movements can be performed using the blob hands. 

the expert has a depth sensor camera attached to 
theirs. This set up allows the remote expert to perform 
hand gestures that are superimposed in real-time onto 
the novice user’s immediate environment (Figure 2, 3). 
The novice sees his/her own hands as well as the hands 
of the expert in real-time in their immediate physical 
surroundings.  

ShowMe is a proof of concept built to investigate how 
we can provide a more useful system for remote 
assistance with manually oriented tasks. The system 
shares the point of view of the novice user with the 
expert who in turn can make their hands inhabit that 
space so as to offer assistance. The system also shares 
real time audio for the two users to communicate. 

This work contributes (1) the implementation of the 
hardware prototype of ShowMe, achieved by modifying 
existing devices adding a depth sensor and cameras, 
(2) and the software implementation of virtual and 
augmented reality space integration with 3D hand 
gestures. 

ShowMe can be used in a variety of applications where 
remote collaboration is useful, for example in remote 
maintenance of complex machinery, training how to 
operate devices and finally shared collaboration on the 
design of physical artifacts. Our proposed system looks 
to aid in reducing travel expenses by allowing manual 
problems to be solved collaboratively at a distance. 

 

Figure 1. System Overview 

 

Figure 2. (A) Blob hand. (B) 3D 
hand mesh  
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Related Work 
Commercial videoconferencing systems are abundant 
(Skype, Google Plus Hangouts, Cisco WebEx 
Conferencing, etc.). Most of these systems enable face-
to-face communication from disparate locations but 
they do not allow remote users to share and reference 
a common physical workspace. Researchers tried to 
overcome this limitation using a variety of approaches 
[7], ranging from projected interfaces [10] to HMD 
technology [2]. Pioneering work aimed to create an 
interactive shared drawing surface that both users 
could work on [5]. Nevertheless, researchers still try to 
understand and build tools to support collaborative 
work so as to create a more heightened sense of 
physical co-presence. 

Over the past several years, researchers have studied 
video communication systems that support 
collaborative work by remote users in a shared virtual 
space [4]. These systems integrate depth sensors that 
analyze body interactions and create a shared depth 
mirror that allows users to work together in the same 
space. Unlike ShowMe, these systems are not focused 
on sharing a first person view of the content and they 
are not mobile.  

Some researchers have focused on proving the 
efficiency of gestures in shared workspaces. Kirk et al. 
[9] determined that gestures and visual information 
improve the speed and accuracy of remote 
collaboration activities, and Fussell et al. [16] 
demonstrated that collaborating users rely more on 
visual actions than on speech. Tang et al. [13] 
confirmed that 35% of the gestures performed in a 
collaborative task are performed to engage the other 
users and express ideas. This research motivated our 

work on ShowMe to support gestural communication in 
a remote collaboration system. 

HMDs have lately attracted considerable attention as a 
human interface technology, even though they have 
been researched since the 60’s [18, 19]. One of the 
most closely related projects to ShowMe is the JackIn 
project, which explores integrating a first person view 
with out of body vision for human-human 
communication [2]. One of the users wears a 
transparent HMD and shares his view to a remote user 
who sees an out of the body view displayed on a static 
desktop monitor. The difference between JackIn and 
ShowMe is that we create a mobile system where both 
users are wearing HMDs and are immersed in the same 
view, instead of having an out of body view. In contrast 
with JackIn and other related research [12], in ShowMe 
both hands can be tracked and displayed using 3D hand 
models (instead of using a flat graphical user interface 
that supports tele-pointing).   

Another interesting project related to our work is “3D 
Helping Hands”. In this system both users are fused in 
the same 3D rendering space and the remote expert 
uses an HMD to perform hands gestures in a shared 
virtual space [14]. However, in contrast with ShowMe, 
the novice user is not using an HMD and has to look 
through a screen; therefore s/he is not immersed in the 
same view as the expert.  

BeThere [1] is another closely related project. It 
explores the use of 3D gestures and remote spatial 
input without any type of HMD. BeThere allows users to 
leverage a basic pointing gesture and orientation of the 
finger in order to control a virtual 3D hand. One 
limitation of BeThere, besides the fact that it only 
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detects one gesture and one hand, is that the whole 
device is too heavy to hold, forcing the user to use a 
monopod. The difference between ShowMe and these 
systems is that in ShowMe the user is able to perform 
full hand gestures with both hands and that novice and 
expert are completely immersed in the same 
experience. Moreover, we designed a portable setup 
with the novelty of incorporating a wide field of view 
that tracks full movements of both users’ hands and 
shares this data over the Internet. A similar setup is 
used in recent work by Oda et al. [8] that present a 
system to guide the user to the perfect viewpoint of an 
object. To achieve their goal, they employ a 3D model 
and several pre-recorded angles. In contrast, ShowMe 
proposes a mobile system that can be used in new 
environments and relies on hands gestures to perform 
remote collaborative work. 

Implementation 
The system is currently implemented using two Oculus 
Rifts connected to an Apple MacBook Pro 13”, an 
external battery (to power the Oculus Rift), a pair of 
headphones and the internal camera microphones. The 
HMD of the novice user also has two Logitech Pro 9000 
cameras attached and the expert user’s HMD has an 
Intel Creative Senz3D Depth Camera attached to 
capture and track her/his hands. We designed the 
system to be mobile, comfortable and small enough to 
fit in a daily handbag or backpack. 

Unity3D is used to render, process and display the 
incoming data from the webcams and from the depth 
camera. Once the data is collected, we stream it and 
display it to both Oculus Rifts (superimposing the 3D 
hands meshes of the expert user). The whole system 
runs on Windows 7 installed on two laptops. 

Both computers are sharing information remotely via 
Wi-Fi, which allows the user to wear the system in 
mobile situations. ShowMe uses the Oculus Rift 
Development Kit which has a horizontal field of view 
higher than 90º and a diagonal field of view higher than 
110º to create an immersive experience.  

Camera Selection  
Looking at the characteristics of the human eye, and 
with the aim of providing something closest to natural 
vision, we chose to implement a stereoscopic view 
using a converged setup, where the cameras are 
angled towards each other. We designed two 3D 
printed mounts that can slide over the front part of the 
HMD so as to adjust the convergence and the inter-
pupillary distance (Figure 1). 

We chose the cameras based on the given Oculus Rift 
specifications. Oculus Rift has a diagonal field of view of 
90º, 60 FPS and a resolution of 640x800 per eye, which 
means an aspect ratio of 1,25:1. We decided to use a 
high-resolution webcam (Logitech Pro 9000) because it 
best matched the specifications of Oculus Rift and 
human eyes.  

The Logitech Pro 9000 has an aspect ratio of 1,33:1 
(approximately the resolution per eye of the Oculus 
Rift). The Logitech Pro 9000 is a USB 2.0 high-
resolution webcam that can achieve 30 FPS, which is 
enough for the human eye. Moreover, we selected a 
pair of lenses with a diagonal field of view of 120º that 
mounted on a camera with an aspect ratio of 1,33:1 
provides a 90º field of view. 
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Hand Types and Tracking  
In order to track the expert’s hands, we fixed the 
Senz3D Depth Sensor Camera on top of the Oculus Rift 
with a 3D printed mount (Figure 1). We selected this 
sensor due to the fact that it is optimized for close-
range interactivity and is a time of flight camera (TOF). 
TOF cameras are faster than other systems such as 
structured light cameras, and offer a simple and 
compact solution.  

We developed different ways of displaying the expert’s 
hand data and tested two different styles: “blob style” 
and “3D model style” (Figure 2). The first visualization, 
“blob style”, is a blob stream where both hands have 
been cut out from the background image; they have 
natural skin color and no texture (Figure 4). The second 
hand representation is a 3D rigged model (Figure 5) of 
a hand where the data of the human hands are used to 
puppeteer the 3D mesh. This visualization is a 
rendering of the 3D hand model, with its own texture 
and applied lights.  

We used the SoftKinetic SDK and Intel Perceptual SDK 
[6] to extract the data from the depth sensor and 
establish four types of outputs (blob information, 
geometric node, tracking result and pose, and gesture 
of the hands). Once the depth data is collected, we 
extract 17 points for each of the hands (Figure 6) and 
send it over a TCP/IP socket to be processed on the 
novice user’s computer. Finally, we use the points to 
determine the pose of the hand model in Unity 3D. 

Evaluation 
As an initial evaluation, eighteen subjects (11 males, 7 
females) were recruited in pairs to evaluate the 
system. We designed three exercises inspired by real-

life situations where a person needs help from a remote 
expert, such as looking for an object in a room, 
repairing a device or assembling furniture. After 
performing all tasks, users filled a qualitative 
questionnaire summarizing their experiences and 
offering feedback for possible improvements. Overall, 
we received positive feedback, they expressed that 
ShowMe is a useful and helpful system for remote 
collaboration tasks. Some of the users acting as experts 
remarked that a first person point of view offers the 
best angle to teach another person, as the expert can 
see where the novice is looking and at the same time 
offers the same perspective for their own hands. 
Enabling the viewing of first-person hand gestures 
helped users to successfully perform the taks, which 
suggest that ShowMe can be effective for remote 
collaboration around manual tasks.   

Future work 
In future research we would like to add a depth sensor 
to the novice’s HMD to detect the captured 3D model of 
the local environment and properly depth-merge the 
expert’s 3D hands into it. We also intend to experiment 
with transparency of the remote expert’s hand 
visualizations so as to prevent any occlusion from 
happening. Finally, we will also investigate upcoming 
transparent HMD technology as well as new generations 
of HMD with higher screen resolutions to push our 
approach further. Last but not least we are planning a 
larger user study to evaluate this approach. 
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Figure 4. The novice user is building a 
Lego model while the expert is 

indicating how to join the pieces. 

 

Figure 5. It is a screen capture of the 
Oculus Rift user’s view. 

 

Figure 6. Depth data extracted from 
the Senz3D camera. 
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